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AUSTRIAN WINEGROWING REGIONS
AND THEIR PROTECTED DESIGNATIONS OF ORIGIN FOR
REGIONALLY TYPICAL WINE (DAC)
NIEDERÖSTERREICH (28.145 HA)
(LOWER AUSTRIA)

OBERÖSTERREICH (45 HA)
(UPPER AUSTRIA)
Donau
(Danube)

Weinviertel DAC

Kamptal DAC
Kremstal DAC
Wachau DAC

Wagram

Linz
St. Pölten
Traisental DAC

Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC
Carnuntum DAC

WIEN (637 HA)
(VIENNA)
Leithaberg DAC

Neusiedlersee DAC

Eisenstadt
Thermenregion
Rosalia DAC

Salzburg

Ruster Ausbruch DAC
Neusiedler See
Mittelburgenland DAC

Vulkanland Steiermark DAC

BURGENLAND
(13.100 HA)
Eisenberg DAC

Graz
Weststeiermark DAC

Südsteiermark DAC

Klagenfurt

STEIERMARK (4.633 HA)
(STYRIA)

KÄRNTEN (170 HA)
(CARINTHIA)
UNITED
KINGDOM

NETHERLANDS
POLAND
BELGIUM

with DAC

GERMANY
CZECH REPUBLIC

REIMS

without DAC
SLOVAKIA

48°

VIENNA
HUNGARY

47° BEAUNE

SWITZERLAND
SLOVENIA
CROATIA

FRANCE
BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA
ITALY

SERBIA

SPAIN
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Abbreviations and Details
Sequence of designations for Wine and Österreich Sekt
Line 1: Vintage | Origin | Quality level
Line 2: Grape variety | Ortswein/Grosslage/Riedenwein | "Brand name"
Line 3: Alcohol in Vol. % | Residual sugar in g/l | Acidity in g/l | Shortcuts of grape varieties for
Cuvée/Gemischter Satz
Line 4: Producer

Sequence of designations for Österreich Sekt g.U. (PDO)
Line 1: Vintage | Grape variety | Dosage | Sekt + category | “Brand name”
Line 2: Austrian federal state with protected designation of origin (For Grosse Reserve: federal state g.U,
municipality | Grosslage OR Ried)
Line 3: Alcohol in Vol. % | Residual sugar in g/l | Acidity in g/l | Shortcuts of grape varieties for Cuvée/Rosé/Blanc
de Blancs
Line 4: Producer

Abbreviations for grape varieties
BB
PN

= Blauburger
= Pinot Noir
(Blauburgunder)
BP = Blauer Portugieser
BW = Blauer Wildbacher
BF = Blaufränkisch
BM = Blütenmuskateller
BO = Bouvier
CF = Cabernet Franc
CS = Cabernet Sauvignon
CH = Chardonnay (Morillon)
FRV = Frühroter Veltliner
FU = Furmint
GM = Gelber Muskateller
GS = Gemischter Satz

GO
GL
GV
JR
ME
MC
MT
MO
NB
RA
R
ROE
RV
RG
RU

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Goldburger
Goldmuskateller
Grüner Veltliner
Jubiläumsrebe
Merlot
Muscaris
Müller-Thurgau
Muskat Ottonel
Neuburger
Rathay
Riesling
Roesler
Roter Veltliner
Rotgipfler
Ruländer (Pinot Gris)

Further abbreviations

S88

= Scheurebe
(Sämling 88)
SB = Sauvignon Blanc
SG = Souvignier Gris
STL = St. Laurent
SYL = Sylvaner
SYR = Syrah
TR = Traminer
PB = Pinot Blanc
(Weissburgunder)
WR = Welschriesling
ZF = Zierfandler
ZW = Zweigelt

Logos

AL
RS
AC
TYP
TBA
Ried

=
=
=
=
=
=

"1ÖTW"

= Wines from the best classified vineyards
("Erste Lage" by the Association
"Österreichische Traditionsweingüter").
= Wines from premium vineyards defined by
the Association "Steirische Terroir- und
EU Bio
Klassikweingüter" ("Erste STK-Lage").
= European certification
= Wines from the most prized vineyards defined by the
for organic products
Association "Steirische Terroir- und Klassikweingüter" with
extended maturation ("Grosse STK-Lage").

"1STK"

"GSTK"

Alcohol
Residual sugar
Acidity
Wine types - explanation see page 6
Trockenbeerenauslese
Legally defined single vineyard site

567

1234

Sustainable Austria
= Certification system for
sustainably produced wine
in Austria
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AUSTRIAN WINE
SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
Follow us, if you love Austrian Wine as
much as we do ♥
Share your favourite moments with
#austrianwine

Instagram
@austrianwine

Facebook
@oesterreichwein
@austrianwine

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/oesterreichwein
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Vintages
Weinland white

(Niederösterreich, Wien, Burgenland)

Steiermark white

Austria red

2019

Fully ripe, great vintage, precise fruit,
good acid structure

Top wines with freshness, precise structure
and lots of potential

Wines with great expression and
potential, limited quantity (BF)

2018

Warm vintage,
variable quality

Adequate rainfall,
“Styrian vintage”

Good red wine vintage with
very authoritative wines

2017

Very warm vintage;
rich wines

Very good vintage;
good quantity

Excellent reds; good quantity

2016

A classic fresh and elegant
white wine vintage

80% loss (late frost);
fine and aromatic wines

Precise wines with fine fruit
and moderate alcohol

2015

Excellent vintage with
marvellous depth of fruit

Great vintage for the Steiermark;
optimal weather conditions

Great potential for profound and
robustly expressive wines

2014

Difficult year, heavy rainfall;
very edgy wines

Difficult year, heavy rainfall;
edgy wines

Cool year; Blaufränkisch
surprisingly fine

2013

Excellent white wine vintage

Very good year;
rather substantial wines

Cool, lithe and elegant

2012

High level of ripeness,
lots of fruit; fullbodied

Very good; a fine vintage

A monumental vintage;
many collectable wines

2011

High level of ripeness, bountiful harvest;
nicely rounded

Great vintage with powerful wines

Great red wine vintage

2010

Cool vintage; small harvest;
crisp wines

Cool growing season;
good Sauvignon Blanc

Cool vintage; small harvest;
lithe and elegant reds

2009

Warm vintage;
powerful wines

Solid wines,
slow to develop

Great, substantial red wines;
notable potential

Burgenland Botrytis

Eiswein Burgenland

Eiswein Niederösterreich

2019

Very fine botrytis in the Seewinkel, hardly
any Ruster Ausbruch (bird damage)

Hardly any Eiswein

Hardly any Eiswein

2018

Early harvest=top quality,
second half middling

Little Eiswein

Good Eiswein

2017

Good yields, fine botrytis

Hardly any Eiswein

Very little Eiswein

2016

Extremely small quantities, good quality

Hardly any Eiswein

Good Eiswein

2015

Great Prädikatswein vintage
with good quantities

Little Eiswein

Little Eiswein

2014

Difficult vintage;
little botrytis

Hardly any Eiswein

Hardly any Eiswein

2013

Handsome botrytis,
difficult harvest

Hardly any Eiswein

Hardly any Eiswein

2012

Very good aromas,
good acidity

Top Eiswein vintage

Few Eisweins, but very good

2011

Late onset botrytis,
aromas of dried fruit

Good Eiswein, picked late

Good Eiswein, picked late

2010

Outstanding quality,
medium quantity

Good Eiswein

Good Eiswein

2009

Good botryitis,
but a small harvest

Very good Eiswein

Good Eiswein

Cool

Hot

Botrytis

Very good vintage

Excellent vintage

Cool

Hot

Botrytis

Very good vintage

Excellent vintage

A few good Eisweins

Good Eiswein vintage

A few good botrytis wines

Good botrytis vintage

Outstanding botrytis vintage

A few good Eisweins

Good Eiswein vintage

Outstanding Eiswein vintage

A few good botrytis wines

Good botrytis vintage

Outstanding botrytis
vintage
Vintages

© Mag.Wilhelm Klinger, AWMB
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Outstanding Eiswein vintage

1992-2019:
http://www.austrianwine.com/
austrias-vintages-1986-2019

31.08.20 16:51

The Ten Austrian Wine Types
Type 1: Perlweine & Sekte
Austria can look back on a venerable tradition of sparkling wine, one that dates back to the
19th century. Our specialists in the sparkling sector include private producers, as well as large
Sekt houses. Whether Sekt g.U. at the Klassik level or the traditionally vinified pétillant
naturel (Pét Nat), these wines are ideally suited not only to the classic role of apéritif but also
prove their versatility as dinner-table companions. Fruit and refreshment share the foreground
in these easily drinkable light sparklers (Perlwein) and Sekts.

Type 2: Sekt Méthode Traditionelle
Traditional bottle fermentation is the most time-consuming and costly process for making
sparkling wine: it takes a lot of time, and the typical ‘riddling’ of the bottles during ageing is
often performed by hand. Austria’s top products – especially Sekt g.U. Reserve and Grosse
Reserve – are produced according to this method. The result turns out as characterful and
highly elegant Sekts, which do not need to fear any international comparisons.

Type 3: White wines - classic & refreshing
Classic white wines from Austria get top marks for their freshness and fine acidity – which
they combine with considerable elegance in a middleweight frame. These can be found in all
our winegrowing regions: refreshing and regionally typical Grüner Veltliner & Riesling from
the regions along the Danube River, delicious Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC, classic
Weissburgunder & Chardonnay from Burgenland or spicy Welschriesling & Sauvignon Blanc
from the Steiermark. Youthful wines such as Junger Österreicher, Steierischer Junker or
Junger Wiener are the first to appear on the calendar in the classic & refreshing category, and
can be tasted soon after the harvest.

Type 4: White wines - powerful & opulent
These stars of Austrian white wine culture are vinified dry, exhibiting body and extract,
opulence and concentration. In addition to the majority of classically elaborated wines, here
you will also find wines matured in barrique with a bit of an international accent. Among the
elite one finds single-vineyard wines vinified from Grüner Veltliner and Riesling (like Smaragd
bottlings from the Wachau), and top wines from regions along the Danube or from the
Weinviertel. Other very distinctive vinous personalities include robust Zierfandler and
Rotgipfler from the Thermenregion, as well as complex Weissburgunder and Chardonnay
from Burgenland. This category is rounded out by the great single vineyard wines from the
Steiermark (Sauvignon Blanc, Morillon, Weissburgunder & Grauburgunder), as well as
specialties such as Neuburger, Roter Veltliner and the Gemischter Satz from Vienna.

Type 5: Rosé wines
Rosés are produced in all winegrowing regions of Austria and assume many forms: charming,
youthful wines from Burgenland, or fresh stylings vinified from Zweigelt and Sankt Laurent in
Niederösterreich, all the way to racy Schilcher from the Weststeiermark (some designated as a
regionally protected Weststeiermark DAC). Burgenland also has its own protected appellation
of origin for fruity-fresh and spicy rosé wine: Rosalia DAC Rosé.
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The Ten Austrian Wine Types
Type 6: Red wines - classic & elegant
Red wines in the classic style – with élevage either in large wooden cask or steel tank, with
typical Austrian fruit but also plenty of depth, without being too high in alcohol – which
express the typicity of their origins, with elegance and an inviting nature. Zweigelt plays an
important role, since it grows quite happily in almost all viticultural regions – though
Carnuntum comes up first here – and classically vinified Blaufränkisch can also be
convincingly distinctive. This group is rounded out by specialties such as Sankt Laurent,
Blauburgunder (Pinot Noir), Blauer Portugieser & Blauburger.

Type 7: Red wines - intense & opulent
These are red wines that possess opulence, concentration, complexity and depth, vinified
either as single varietal wines or as cuvées. Even with aging in barriques, these top wines are
characterised by the typical depth of fruit characteristic of their terroir. The premiere
destination for red wines of this sort is Burgenland – although top red wines can also be found
coming from Carnuntum, the Thermenregion or even Vienna. It is satisfying to note that our
typical Austrian grape varieties such as Blaufränkisch & Zweigelt might even do just a bit
better here than classics like Pinot Noir and the international varieties Cabernet & Co.

Type 8: Alternative wines
A precise definition of ‘Orange Wines’, ‘Artisan Wines’ or ‘Natural’ wines – often referred to
collectively as ‘Alternative Wines’, does not exist. What they have in common, however, is that
they often develop as far as possible without human intervention during their process of
becoming wine. Owing to oxidative development and/or extended maceration time, the white
wines will also develop a distinct tannin structure – and even some colour from the skins – in
combination with fresh acidity and earthy fruit. Growers who produce exceptional wines in
these new – or actually old – ways can be found in all of Austria’s winegrowing regions.

Type 9: White wines - off-dry & medium-sweet
Wines in the upper Spätlese or Auslese class rank among the most ageworthy wines in Austria.
In their youth they exhibit a great deal of finesse, combined with supple residual sweetness
and a lively interplay between fruit and acidity. The palette ranges from Muskat Ottonel or
Welschriesling from Burgenland, via (Gewürz)Traminer from the Steiermark, Grüner
Veltliner and Riesling from various winegrowing regions, to the great Spätlesen or Auslesen
vinified from the specialty varieties Zierfandler and Rotgipfler in the Thermenregion.

Type 10: Nobly sweet wines
These include Beerenauslese and Trockenbeerenauslese, as well as the classy and refined
Ruster Ausbruch. These rare sweet wines are characterised by ample residual sugar and highly
concentrated acidity, usually in conjunction with the distinctive aroma of noble rot (Botrytis
cinerea). Such wines continue to develop in an exciting way over a long period of time and
have great ageing potential – and Austria plays here in the Champions League. Eiswein with
expressive, luxuriant fruit and sizzling acidity – as well as Strohwein and Schilfwein, which
exhibit flavour profiles between Botrytis and Eiswein – also belong to this category.
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Winery 1
567

1234

Pfaffl R&A
Niederösterreich | Weinviertel
Schulgasse 21 , 2100 Stetten
T: +43 2262 673423
E: wein@pfaffl.at
W: http://www.pfaffl.at
Contact: Heidemarie Fischer
Importer: Oskar Davidsen & Co
The typical peppery spice of Pfaffl's Veltliner, called "PFAFFL.Pfefferl" is one of the
main terms in the Austrian wine scene. In general, the family's name is a synonym for top
quality. The driving force behind this was and still is Roman Pfaffl's love for the Grüner
Veltliner, which is presented by the family in all of its different characters. But it is not
only this typical Weinviertel grape variety, which won the hearts of the enthusiastic
family, it is also elegant red wines to be presented at the highest level by the Pfaffls. The
law behind their wines is, that quality grows in the vineyard. And their desire is to bring
the best of their homeland to a national and international audience. In 2016, Weingut
Pfaffl was awarded the title of "European Winery of the Year".

1 2019 Weinviertel DAC Reserve

Typ: 4

Grüner Veltliner "Golden"
AL 14,5% | RS 3,7 g/l | AC 5,5 g/l
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Winery 2

Zöhrer
Niederösterreich | Kremstal
Sandgrube 1, 3500 Krems an der Donau
T: +43 2732 83191
E: weingut@zoehrer.at
W: http://www.zoehrer.at
Contact: Anton Zöhrer
Importer: Excellent Wine
The roots of the winery & family Zöhrer anno 1270 go back up to the time of the
Babenberger in the history of Austria. Around 1300 Albrecht I enfeoffed twenty of his
most loyal followers with farmland, orchards and vineyards in and around Weinzierl
(today a district of Krems), the feudal lords of Krems/Weinzierl.
The knowledge and the tradition was put Anton Zöhrer in the cradle through
generations.We work consistently on it to exhaust the potential of the big single
vineyards, which belong to the most important of the Kremstal.
The vines were largely plantet by grandfather & father 40-80 years ago. The focus is on
the sorts „Grüner Veltliner“ and „Riesling“. The profile of the wine is unmistakable, they
are very indicative of the terroir and take pleasure to international esteem.
1 2019 Kremstal DAC

Typ: 3

Grüner Veltliner Ried Kremser Weinzierlberg "100 Jahre alte Reben"
AL 13% | RS 2,5 g/l | AC 5,5 g/l
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Winery 3

Hirsch
Niederösterreich | Kamptal
Hauptstraße 76, 3493 Hadersdorf-Kammern
T: +43 2735 2460
E: info@weingut-hirsch.at
W: http://www.weingut-hirsch.at
Contact: Johannes Hirsch
Importer: ATOMWINE
Our family winery is situated in a 500 year old tithing farmstead in the village of
Kammern in the Kamptal Valley. We are passionately dedicated to producing Grüner
Veltliner and Riesling white wines from our prized single-vineyards.
Here, uncompromising wines - wines with attitude, from biodynamically cultivated
vineyards - come into being. These wines reflect the vitality of the region; wines of
elegance and composure.
If you take in the view from our winery tasting room, you‘ll understand the essence of our
wines immediately. It looks directly towards our best single-vineyards; Lamm,
Heiligenstein, Grub, Renner and Gaisberg. This is the Kamptal Valley, with its soils, its
vegetation and its climate; natural elements that give our wines their character and
distinction.
1 2019 Kamptal DAC

Typ: 4

Grüner Veltliner Ried Kammerner Lamm "1ÖTW"
AL 13,5%
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Winery 4

Diwald
Niederösterreich | Wagram
Hauptstrasse 35, 3471 Großriedenthal
T: +43 2279 7225
E: office@diwald.at
W: https://www.diwald.at
Contact: Martin Diwald
Importer: Otto Suenson & Co A/S
We are pioneers of organic winegrowing in Austria (organic since 1976), with our roots in
the region of Wagram, and the younger generation is now running the show. We like
Grüner Veltliner and Riesling, from classic to single vineyards and orange. We also like
almost forgotten wines such as Frühroter Veltliner and lively red wines in northern style
that can also be enjoyed in summer. What we don´t like are "Coca Cola Wines" and
"Glass House Tomatoes". Which is why we interfere as little as possible in the cellar. All
that is needed is lots of head work and intuition, patience and love for wine.

1 2019 Wagram

Typ: 4

Grüner Veltliner Ried Goldberg "1ÖTW"
AL 13% | RS 1 g/l | AC 6,3 g/l
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Winery 5

Alzinger
Niederösterreich | Wachau
Unterloiben 11, 3601 Dürnstein
T: +43 2732 77900
E: weingut@alzinger.at
W: https://www.alzinger.at
Contact: Leo Alzinger
Importer: ATOMWINE
The winery Alzinger in the Wachau is one of the most prestigious wineries in Austria.
The central philosophy is to reflect the character of the various vineyards in the best wine
and produce long-lived wines. Numerous national and international awards confirm this
path.

1 2019 Wachau Smaragd

Typ: 4

Riesling Ried Loibenberg
AL 13%
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Winery 6

Tegernseerhof
Niederösterreich | Wachau
Unterloiben 12, 3601 Dürnstein
T: +43 2732 85362
E: office@tegernseerhof.at
W: http://www.tegernseerhof.at
Contact: Martin Mittelbach
Importer: Amka
The Mittelbach family‘s Tegernseerhof, located in Unterloiben, just below Dürnstein,
boasts a tradition dating back to the year 1002. The original facilities were built in 1176
by the Benedictine community of the Tegernsee Abbey. Today, Martin Mittelbach is the
sixth generation of owners and the current part of this history. The name has been
preserved, like the ancient knowledge of viniculture, passed on from one generation to the
next. The vineyards are located on the best slopes of the Wachau region. The
Tegernseerhof is a member of the exclusive association “Vinea Wachau”, therefore the
vinification follows the strict regulations of the “Codex Wachau“.

1 2018 Wachau Smaragd

Typ: 4

Riesling Ried Loibenberg
AL 13%
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Winery 7

Mantlerhof
Niederösterreich | Kremstal
Brunn im Felde 50, 3494 Gedersdorf
T: +43 2735 8248
E: weingut@mantlerhof.com
W: http://www.mantlerhof.com
Contact: Josef Mantler
Importer: Estrup & Udsen Vin ApS
BORN INTO, AND ROOTED | SOIL deep layers of loess soil on conglomerate |
VINEYARDS Spiegel Wieland Reisenthal Steingraben | STYLE true to the terroir and
shaped by the loess soil, climate and grape variety, wines have plenty of extract and are
concentrated and full-bodied | SEPP & MARGIT being part of the annual rebirth of the
wine is both passion and privilege | FOUNDING MEMBER of "Traditionsweingüter
Österreich".

1 2019 Niederösterreich

Typ: 4

Roter Veltliner Ried Gedersdorfer Reisenthal
AL 13,5% | RS 3 g/l | AC 5 g/l
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Winery 8

Wieninger
Wien | Wien
Stammersdorfer Straße 31, 1210 Wien
T: +43 1 2901012
E: weingut@wieninger.at
W: http://www.wieninger.at
Contact: Ing. Fritz Wieninger
Importer: Sigurd Müller Vinhandel A/S
The family-run Weingut Wieninger operates as a nature-oriented and biodynamic winery
in the metropolis of Vienna. The highest quality and respect for nature as well as
sustainability - which has been followed for generations - are the core values. The winery
offers a wide range of natural wines that represent the uniqueness of the Vienna region.
Highly rated as well, the wines celebrate success at international tastings and are exported
to more than 40 countries on four continents.
At our new location, we offer tastings and on site sales as well as visits through the
winery, seminars and vineyard walks. We are easily reachable via public transportation.

1 2019 Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC

Gemischter Satz
AL 12,5% | RS 1 g/l | AC 6,1 g/l
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Typ: 3

Winery 9

Thomas Hareter
Burgenland | Neusiedlersee
Untere Hauptstrasse 73, 7121 Weiden am See
T: +43 2167 7612
E: weingut@hareter.at
W: http://www.hareter.at
Contact: Thomas Hareter
Importer: Husted Wine
Weiden am See - characterised by meagre gravel soil, sandy and loamy soil,
as well as light black earth soil to create the best conditions for the
terroire of our wines. We put a strong emphasis on local grape vines, especially on
Zweigelt.The body and stability aren´t the only important issues in terms of our
"vinosophy" but also knowingly pointing out the tannin and finesse.

1 2018 Österreich

Typ: 8

Zweigelt
AL 12% | RS 1,1 g/l | AC 5,8 g/l
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Winery 10

Weninger
Burgenland | Mittelburgenland
Florianigasse 11, 7312 Horitschon
T: +43 2610 42165
E: weingut@weninger.com
W: http://www.weninger.com
Contact: Franz Reinhard jun. Weninger
Importer: Österreich Vin
Our commitment to our soils, with a particular respect for old vines. Blaufränkisch and
Furmint tells us of its heritage and thrives in our biodynamically farmed living soils: clay,
limestone, gneiss and mica. Unbound yet deeply rooted. Always striving for more
refinement, more depth. The Weninger way of wine.

1 2018 Burgenland

Typ: 8

Blaufränkisch
AL 12,5% | RS 1,2 g/l | AC 6,7 g/l
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Winery 11

Juris
Burgenland | Neusiedlersee
Marktgasse 12-18, 7122 Gols
T: +43 2173 2748
E: office@juris.at
W: https://shop.juris.at
Contact: Axel Stiegelmar
Importer: Husted Wine
In the past centuries, our family always has been our source of energy. This structure
remained alive until today's time. JURIS comprises about 20 ha (75% for red wines and
25% for white wines) of vineyards, which are situated all over the wine-region of Gols.
Gols is located in the wine region Burgenland between Vienna and Budapest in the warm
Pannonian climate with permeable soils of gravel and sand.
Caused by the geologic conditions in our area, a great number of the grape varieties
growing in Austria, are also planted in our estate. It has however crystallised, that the
family of the Pinot-varieties is cultivated very often. JURIS strive to produce wines with
character and style that are well balanced and possess complexity, aging potential, and a
certain elegance.

1 2017 Burgenland

Typ: 6

Pinot Noir Golser
AL 13% | RS 1,4 g/l | AC 4,7 g/l
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Winery 12
567

1234

Markowitsch Gerhard
Niederösterreich | Carnuntum
Pfarrgasse 6, 2464 Göttlesbrunn-Arbesthal
T: +43 2162 8222
E: weingut@markowitsch.at
W: http://www.markowitsch.at
Contact: Johanna Markowitsch
Importer: Novin A/S
The district of Carnuntum is developing into a multifaceted winegrowing area. Here,
whites from Grüner Veltliner to Chardonnay evolve to top qualities just as much as reds.
Gerhard Markowtisch championed particularly consistently during the last years. He is a
born all-rounder creating a range of top quality wines distributed equally between both
red and white grape varieties. Falstaff Magazine already awarded him the title
"Winemaker of the year" in 1999. The wines of Gerhard Markowitsch have been highly
acclaimed internationally.

1 2017 Niederösterreich Reserve

Typ: 7

Pinot Noir Ried Scheibner
AL 13,5% | RS 1 g/l | AC 5 g/l
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Addresses of Wineries and their Importers

A
Alzinger - Niederösterreich | Wachau
Unterloiben 11, 3601 Dürnstein
T: +43 2732 77900, E: weingut@alzinger.at, W: https://www.alzinger.at

ATOMWINE
Vejle
E: info@atomwine.dk, W: http://www.atomwine.dk

D
Diwald - Niederösterreich | Wagram
Hauptstrasse 35, 3471 Großriedenthal
T: +43 2279 7225, E: office@diwald.at, W: https://www.diwald.at

Otto Suenson & Co A/S
Gentofte
E: kontakt@suenson.dk, W: http://www.suenson.dk

H
Thomas Hareter - Burgenland | Neusiedlersee
Untere Hauptstrasse 73, 7121 Weiden am See
T: +43 2167 7612, E: weingut@hareter.at, W: http://www.hareter.at

Husted Wine
København V
E: kenn@hustedvin.dk, W: http://www.hustedvin.dk

Hirsch - Niederösterreich | Kamptal
Hauptstraße 76, 3493 Hadersdorf-Kammern, T: +43 2735 2460
E: info@weingut-hirsch.at, W: http://www.weingut-hirsch.at

ATOMWINE
Vejle
E: info@atomwine.dk, W: http://www.atomwine.dk

J
Juris - Burgenland | Neusiedlersee
Marktgasse 12-18, 7122 Gols
T: +43 2173 2748, E: office@juris.at, W: https://shop.juris.at

Husted Wine
København V
E: kenn@hustedvin.dk, W: http://www.hustedvin.dk
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Addresses of Wineries and their Importers

M
Mantlerhof - Niederösterreich | Kremstal
Brunn im Felde 50, 3494 Gedersdorf, T: +43 2735 8248
E: weingut@mantlerhof.com, W: http://www.mantlerhof.com

Estrup & Udsen Vin ApS
Vedbæk
E: oleudsen@hotmail.com, W: https://www.estrup-udsen.dk
567

1234

Markowitsch Gerhard - Niederösterreich | Carnuntum
Pfarrgasse 6, 2464 Göttlesbrunn-Arbesthal, T: +43 2162 8222
E: weingut@markowitsch.at, W: http://www.markowitsch.at

Novin A/S
Hjorring
E: , W: http://www.novin.dk

P
567

1234

Pfaffl R&A - Niederösterreich | Weinviertel
Schulgasse 21 , 2100 Stetten
T: +43 2262 673423, E: wein@pfaffl.at, W: http://www.pfaffl.at

Oskar Davidsen & Co
Brøndby
E: info@oskardavidsen.dk, W: https://www.oskardavidsen.dk

T
Tegernseerhof - Niederösterreich | Wachau
Unterloiben 12, 3601 Dürnstein, T: +43 2732 85362
E: office@tegernseerhof.at, W: http://www.tegernseerhof.at

Amka
Randers NØ
E: amka@amka.dk, W: http://www.amka.dk
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W
Weninger - Burgenland | Mittelburgenland
Florianigasse 11, 7312 Horitschon, T: +43 2610 42165
E: weingut@weninger.com, W: http://www.weninger.com

Österreich Vin
Copenhagen
E: sr@osterreich.dk, W: http://www.osterreich.dk

Wieninger - Wien | Wien
Stammersdorfer Straße 31, 1210 Wien
T: +43 1 2901012, E: weingut@wieninger.at, W: http://www.wieninger.at

Sigurd Müller Vinhandel A/S
Aalborg
E: vin@smv.dk, W: http://www.smv.dk

Z
Zöhrer - Niederösterreich | Kremstal
Sandgrube 1, 3500 Krems an der Donau
T: +43 2732 83191, E: weingut@zoehrer.at, W: http://www.zoehrer.at

Excellent Wine
Stadtschlaining
E: wine@excellentwine.dk, W: http://www.excellentwine.dk/
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